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Interview: Eric Liluan Chu, County Governor (Magistrate) - Taoyuan County
Grand Dining Area is set for 14 guests with a 42 inch pop-up flat panel monitor and a 70 inch flat panel monitor flush mounted into forward monument.

Grand Lounge has 70 inch flat panel monitor flush mounted into forward monument, which also contains the VIP Lavatory and the Wet Bar.

Entry Lounge contains 4 swivel seats and a 42 inch flat panel monitor.

Wet Bar which situated between the Grand Lounge (viewable on the left) and the Entry Area.

Entrance to the flight deck and the grand stairway which leads to the Stateroom, Guest Suites and the upper deck lounge.
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The field of business jet interior has grown tremendously over the past four years. It used to be that a Gulfstream was the mark of luxury for a private owner or corporation. Now these same owners and operators are looking to a BBJ or B757-200 which gives the owners increased range in flexibility and comfort. This is due to security concerns and convenience.


The A380 contains over 550 square meters of floor space split between two decks. It is equivalent to designing two A340-300 aircraft simultaneously. The main deck contains entry lounge, grand lounge, dining area for fourteen people, galley, and staff seating. The upper deck has state room, master lavatory with shower and hot tub, office / library, VIP bedroom with private lavatory, and guest bedroom with private lavatory, galley, family dining for eight people, and a lounge. The two decks are mainly served by the lower lobe for the crew which incorporates dining area, galley, lavatory, sleeping quarters for eight people, and communication room. The size of the cabin provides a rare opportunity to create the most unique interior.